Introduction: Nanoparticles (NPs) are used in numerous products in technical fields and biomedicine; their potential adverse effects have to be considered in order to achieve safe applications. Besides their distribution in tissues, organs, and cellular localization, their impact and penetration during the process of tissue formation occurring in vivo during liver regeneration are critical steps for establishment of safe nanomaterials.
Introduction
Nanoparticles (NPs) as engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) are nowadays used for various applications in the fields of engineering, textiles, cosmetics, food, and medicine. [1] [2] [3] [4] Their altered physicochemical properties compared to bulk materials in terms of surface reactivity and quantum size effects raised the interest for novel applications. [4] [5] [6] The increasing use of engineered nano-based products is accompanied with a growing probability of the unintended release of nanoobjects into the environment as well as human exposure to these materials. 7 In the last 15 years, various studies aimed to identify critical NP properties contributing to environmental and health effects of ENMs. [8] [9] [10] For regulatory purposes, strategies for grouping of ENMs are actually discussed as a basis for safe-by-design of ENMs. 11 In biomedicine, ENMs are developed for biosensing, diagnostics, targeted drug delivery, and therapeutic purposes.
into the human body, their potential fate and adverse effects have to be considered in order to achieve safe applications.
The biokinetics of ENMs in terms of distribution and localization in organism is different from larger particles. 5 Inhalation, ingestion, dermal penetration, and injection are potential portals of entry of NPs into the organisms. 5 After entering the blood circulation, NPs are distributed over the organism reaching secondary organs such as liver and spleen. 5, 13, 14 Niidome et al observed that liver is the major recipient organ. 15 In mice, within 72 hours, 35% of the injected dose of polyethylene glycol-modified gold nanorods accumulated in the liver, while only small amounts were found in other organs. van Kesteren et al also observed an accumulation of synthetic amorphous SiO 2 NPs mainly in the liver after intravenous administration to rats. 16 The highest accumulation of silicium (Si) in the liver with about 300 mg Si kg −1 tissue was determined at day 6 after repeated dosing, later the Si levels decreased again. The Si content of control tissue was about 0.4-0.7 Si mg −1 tissue. The fate of NPs in the liver is still unknown. Park et al reported that after injection of PLGA NPs in mice, the predominant fraction of NPs was taken up by Kupffer cells followed by liver sinusoidal endothelial cells and hepatic stellate cells, while only small fraction of NPs (7%) was found in hepatocytes. 17 Hepato-biliary NP clearance turned out to represent a potential excretion route. 18, 19 The effect of long-term accumulation in the liver is not clear due to the lack of appropriate investigations. Liver plays a central role in physiological processes in the organism to keep metabolic homeostasis and is the main organ for detoxifying xenobiotics and drugs. [20] [21] [22] The high regenerative capacity of the liver enables the rapid initiation of its growth and mass to maintain basic metabolic function. [23] [24] [25] Liver regeneration takes place after alterations of the liver mass by cell loss caused by surgical liver resection for removal of liver tumors, injury elicited by virus infection or chemical substances, and also by mass increase in hyperplasia. 23, 25, 26 Partial hepatectomy of about 70% liver mass (removal in a standard operation) initiates the regeneration process mediated by specific stimuli of growth factors and cytokines, resulting in the induction of proliferation (priming) and progression of normally quiescent hepatocytes. 22, 23, 25, 26 Hepatocytes, the main cell type responsible for liver growth, induce proliferation from sites around the portal triads to sites located around central veins of the liver. 25 The liver is restored to approximately ±10% of the original organ mass in about 1-2 months. 23 In vitro liver microtissues can be used as liver models to mimic the in vivo situation. Human hepatocarcinoma cell line HepG2 serves as an in vitro alternative for primary human hepatocytes to study hepatotoxicity and metabolism of drugs. [27] [28] [29] The establishment of 3D cell culture improved the similarity in morphology and metabolic competence to the native tissue compared to that of 2D cell cultivation. 27, [30] [31] [32] Liver-specific functions such as albumin secretion and cytochrome P450 gene expression are increased under 3D cultivation of HepG2 cells in Matrigel. 27, 33, 34 Besides scaffoldbased 3D cell culture using hydrogel or inserts, matrix-free hanging drop method also exists for the formation of cell aggregates or so-called spheroids which allows low cost and high reproducible production of spheroids for use in highthroughput screening. 32, 35 In recent years, liver microtissues were used as a model for NP toxicity assessment. 34, [36] [37] [38] [39] Dubiak-Szepietowska et al observed a stronger cytotoxic effect of Ag, ZnO, and SiO 2 NPs on HepG2 cells when grown in 2D compared to cells grown in 3D hydrogels. 34 The lower sensitivity to toxic concentrations of Ag NPs was also detected in HepaRG cell spheroids. 39 The reason for reduced cytotoxicity might be the limited penetration of NPs inside the spheroids. It was shown that penetration of NPs applied after spheroid formation is dependent on size, surface charge, and shape of NPs. [40] [41] [42] Zhao et al observed the limited penetration of spherical NPs in MCF-7 spheroids which remain in the peripheral region of spheroids. 42 Theoretical models are developed to describe the NP diffusion in 3D cell spheroids. 43, 44 Currently, due to its complexity and various parameters affecting NP-diffusive transport, the prediction of NP penetration by these models is only limited.
In the present study, the penetration and distribution of SiO 2 NPs was microscopically analyzed in 3D liver microtissues in detail. Previous studies mostly focused on the NP effects after exposure to constructed spheroids. Here, SiO 2 NPs were also applied during the formation of HepG2 spheroids in order to model the effect and localization in reconstructing liver during liver regeneration. Therefore, HepG2 cells, a model for hepatocytes and the main cell type in the liver and for liver growth, were cultivated by the hanging drop method to form cell spheroids. 22 Spheroids were exposed to NPs 1) simultaneously to cell seeding, 2) during spheroid formation on the second day after cell seeding, or 3) after spheroid formation. SiO 2 NPs were used in this study as they are produced at an industrial scale, are used as food additive, and have a high application potential in the field of biomedicine. [45] [46] [47] In a recent study, it has been shown by a modeling approach that after oral uptake silicium accumulates in the liver 16 at a level causing adverse effects in animal studies. The effects of SiO 2 NPs on HepG2 spheroids used as 
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Fleddermann et al a liver model have not been described in the literature until now, while the biological impact on 2D cultivated HepG2 cells was analyzed. Therefore, this study for the first time investigates the distribution and penetration of SiO 2 NPs in HepG2 spheroids at various time points of spheroid formation, which is of relevance for biomedical applications as well as for nanosafety. The NP penetration is comprehensively studied using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLS microscopy) and scanning electron microscopy. The detailed microscopy analysis enables the study of the cellular localization of NPs in order to understand the mechanism and limitation of NP penetration in cellular spheroids.
Materials and methods

Synthesis of fluorescently labeled siO 2 NPs
All chemicals used for particle synthesis were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA) in the highest purity available. ATTO 647-NHS ester was purchased from ATTO-TEC (Siegen, Germany). For all synthesis and purification steps, ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ, Milli-Q water purification system type ELIX 20; EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) was used. All procedures that involved the active ATTO-NHS ester were performed without moisture and light.
Fluorescently labeled SiO 2 NPs were prepared as described before. 48 ATTO 647N was covalently incorporated into the SiO 2 NP matrix by the introduction of a cysteic acid spacer to the dye followed by aminosilane coupling. After synthesis, the particles were purified by dialysis against Milli-Q water for 24 hours followed by filtration through a sterile 0.2 µm membrane.
Particle characterization
Size, size distribution, and morphology of the SiO 2 NPs were analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). A diluted SiO 2 NP dispersion was dried on a holey carboncoated copper grid (type S147-4; Plano, Wetzlar, Germany) and imaged by TEM (JEOL JEM-2100 LaB 6 ; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at 200 kV accelerating voltage. Micrographs with 1,024 2 pixels were acquired using an Orius SC1000 CCD camera (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA) with 2× binning and an acquisition time of 0.5 seconds. The average primary particle size and particle size distribution were calculated using ImageJ software (National Institute of Health, Version: 1.45a; http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Therefore, TEM images were converted to 8-bit binary images after background subtraction and adjustment of brightness and contrast. Particle size, diameter, and shape were counted automatically. Dynamic light scattering (DLS, Nanotrac NPA 250; Microtrac GmbH, Krefeld, Germany) was used to determine the average hydrodynamic of NPs dispersed in water. The hydrodynamic diameter was also analyzed in culture medium (RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS). After incubation of NP dispersion for 60 minutes in culture medium, SiO 2 NPs were pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended in water. Measurements were performed at room temperature. Each sample was measured in triplicate (3×60 seconds per measurement). The diameter was determined by calculating the volume distribution. This was converted from the intensity size distribution using Mie theory. The zeta potential of the NPs in water was measured with a Zetasizer NanoZSP (Malvern Panalytical, Worcestershire, UK) at 150 V, using 0.01 M KCl as background electrolyte. In culture medium, the zeta potential was measured at 20 V. The SiO 2 concentration of the SiO 2 NP stock dispersion was analyzed by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ULTIMA 2; Horiba Jobin Yvon GmbH, Unterhaching, Germany). Dye labeling of particles was confirmed by fluorescence spectroscopy (Spex FluoroMax-3; Horiba Scientific GmbH, Oberursel, Germany) and UV-vis spectroscopy (Cary 5,000 spectrophotometer; Varian Inc., Darmstadt, Germany).
Stability tests by particle size measurements were performed using the DLS technique on a Microtrac Nanotrac NPA 250 (Microtrac GmbH, Krefeld, Germany). Prior to measurements, the samples were diluted 1:100 in water or culture medium, respectively. Then the samples were filtered through a 200 nm membrane filter into glass vials. The temperature was set to 25°C. Samples were irradiated with a semiconductor laser (HeNe laser: λ=633 nm [λ=780 nm]), and the intensity fluctuations of the scattered light, detected at a backscattering angle of 180°, was analyzed in automatic mode to obtain the autocorrelation function. The instrument software (Microtrac Flex 10.6.2) provided the particle size by using the cumulant analysis. The size distribution was provided by using a regularization scheme of number. All measurements were performed in triplicate. In addition, the following assumptions were made: the suspension viscosity (0.887) and refractive index (1.330) were assumed to be that of ultrapure water, corrected for temperature. A calculated value of 1.420 was used for the refractive index of the silica NPs with absorption of 0.010.
Stability tests by leaching experiments (fluorescence measurements) were performed at room temperature under ambient conditions using a spectrofluorometer Spex 
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Fleddermann et al 645 nm was used. The spectrum was recorded in a spectral range of 658-800 nm. The NP suspensions were diluted 1:100 in water or culture medium, respectively. Samples were placed in an open-sided 1-cm-path-length cuvette for the fluorescence measurements to obtain a control value. The diluted samples were also ultrafiltered through modified polyether sulfone membranes (molecular weight cut-off =30 kDa; Pall, Dreieich, Germany) by centrifugation (16,000 ×g, 15 minutes) to measure the leaching of dye molecules. All measurements were performed in triplicate.
cell culture
The human hepatocellular carcinoma line HepG2 was obtained from the German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany). Cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS (PAN-Biotech GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany). The cells were kept at 37°C in an incubator under humidified atmosphere with 5% CO 2 and dislodged using Cellstripper (Corning, Wiesbaden, Germany).
3D liver microtissues
HepG2 cells were used to form 3D liver microtissues by the hanging drop method. After seeding of 1,000 cells in 40 µL culture medium per well in GravityPLUS™ plates (inSphero GmbH, Waldshut, Germany), they were kept at 37°C in an incubator under humidified atmosphere with 5% CO 2 . After 3 days the emerging cell spheroids were harvested and transferred into GravityTRAP™ plates followed by cultivation for a further 4 days. The size and form of HepG2 spheroids were evaluated by light microscopy (Zeiss Axiovert 25; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany). The cell number of single HepG2 spheroids was determined after cell separation by incubation with 5 mg mL −1 collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) for 2 hours at 37°C using an automatic cell counter (CASY ® Modell TT; OLS OMNI Life Sciences, Bremen, Germany).
exposure of 3D liver microtissues to siO 2 NPs SiO 2 NP dispersions were freshly prepared in complete cell culture medium. For cytotoxicity experiments, HepG2 spheroids were incubated with particle dispersions at a concentration of 1, 10, 100, or 200 µg mL −1 SiO 2 for 24 hours. Exposure concentration for all microscopy experiments was 100 µg mL −1 SiO 2 NPs. In these experiments, the exposure time was varied. HepG2 spheroids were exposed to SiO 2 NPs 1) simultaneously to cell seeding, 2) during spheroid formation at the second day after cell seeding, or 3) after spheroid formation. In the end, the exposure time was 1) 7 days, 2) 5 days, or 3) 24 hours. Control samples were not exposed to SiO 2 NPs. Also the localization of ATTO 647N-APTES dye conjugate in spheroids was analyzed. For this purpose, HepG2 spheroids were exposed to 0.83 µM ATTO 647N-APTES dye conjugate, either simultaneously to cell seeding or after spheroid formation.
Preparation of fixed stained spheroid samples for confocal microscopy After incubation with and without SiO 2 NPs, spheroids were washed and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), followed by embedding in CryoGlue medium (SLEE Medical, Mainz, Germany). To achieve consistent staining, cryosections of HepG2 spheroids were prepared. For this purpose, the embedded spheroids were frozen at −80°C for 1 hour. Subsequently, 10-µm-thick cryoslices were cut using a cryostat (MNT; SLEE Medical) and transferred to object slides (Paul Marienfeld GmbH & Co. KG, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany). For staining, samples were first washed in DPBS to remove the water-soluble embedding medium. Then, samples were permeabilized with 0.2% triton X-100 (Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) for 1 hour, washed in DPBS and blocked with 5% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) for 1 hour. For staining of F-actin, samples were incubated with 5 units/mL Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 6 hours at room temperature. Cell nuclei were stained using Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 6 hours at room temperature. Multidrug resistance-associated protein (MRP2) was immunostained by incubation with the primary anti-MRP2 mouse monoclonal antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) in 1% BSA at 4°C overnight. After washing with DPBS, the samples were further incubated with the secondary antibody Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-mouse IgG (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 6 hours at room temperature. Finally, the samples were mounted onto glass slides with Mowiol/DABCO (SigmaAldrich Co.).
Preparation of unfixed stained spheroid samples for light sheet microscopy
The formation of bile canaliculi was analyzed by staining non-fixed 3D HepG2 spheroids with cholyl-lysyl-fluorescein (CLF; Corning BV, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). CLF is a fluorescently labeled bile acid, which is mainly secreted into bile canaliculi by MRP2 expressed in the hepatic canalicular membrane. 49 
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cell viability analysis of 3D hepg2 spheroids
Cell viability was microscopically analyzed by LIVE/DEAD staining. 3D HepG2 spheroids were washed with DPBS and stained with 30 µg mL −1 fluorescein diacetate (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) as a viability marker and 20 µg mL −1 propidium iodide (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) as a necrosis marker for 5 minutes at room temperature. After washing in DPBS, spheroids were imaged by fluorescence microscopy using GFP filter for fluorescein diacetate and Cy5 filter for propidium iodide (BZ-9000; Keyence, Neu-Isenburg, Germany).
Furthermore, the cell viability was tested by analyzing the redox potential of cells using the Resazurin assay. After NP exposure, 3D HepG2 spheroids were stained with 450 µM resazurin (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) diluted in cell culture medium. After incubation for 3 hours at 37°C fluorescence was measured at 590 nm using an excitation wavelength of 560 nm with a plate reader (Victor 3; PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).
rOs measurements
The cellular production of ROS was measured using a luminescence-based ROS Glo Assay (Promega Corporation, Fitchburg, WI, USA). Therefore, exposure of HepG2 spheroids to test substances (SiO 2 , menadione) occurred simultaneously with incubation of a ROS Glo substrate. Menadione, which generates ROS by redox cycling, 51 was used as a positive control. After 24 hours, ROS Glo detection reagent was added for detection of luciferin. After incubation for 20 minutes luminescence was measured with a plate reader (SpectraMax; Molecular Devices LLC, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).
confocal and two-photon microscopy
A CLS microscope Leica TCS-SP5 STED (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) using a Leica HCX PLAN APO 63x/1.4 oil immersion objective was used to generate images and z-stacks. Hoechst 33342 was imaged using an infrared laser (MaiTai; Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, CA, USA) running at 750 nm for two-photon excitation and using internal analog photomultiplier detectors. Alexa Fluor 488 was imaged using an argon laser with 488 nm excitation laser line, while Alexa Fluor 594 was imaged using 561 nm DPSS laser and ATTO 647N with 633 nm laser. The confocal pinhole was set to 1 a.u. to optimize z-sectioning in confocal mode. Images were generated with a frame resolution of 4,096 2 pixels and scanning frequency of 200 Hz and were recorded sequentially. For z-stack a series of images with a z-step size of 0.3 µm were measured across the z-plane of the spheroid. The pixel size was set to 60 nm to avoid under-sampling. Images were processed by using the image processing software ImageJ to generate maximum intensity projections by applying maximum intensity.
light sheet microscopy
Stained 3D HepG2 spheroids were analyzed by light sheet microscopy (Lightsheet Z.1; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG). Samples were analyzed using W Plan-Apochromat 20x/1.0 objective. For z-stack a series of images with a z-step size of 0.5 µm and frame resolution of 1,036 × 1,388 pixels were measured across the z-plane of the spheroid. By using the image processing software ImageJ, a maximum intensity projection of the z-stack was obtained by applying maximum intensity.
scanning electron microscopy
Cryosections of HepG2 spheroids on glass were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (Quanta 400 FEG; FEI; Hillsboro, OR, USA) using backscattered electrons and a solid state detector at 10 kV accelerating voltage. Samples were imaged both in low vacuum mode at 100 Pa water vapor pressure without further sample preparation and in high vacuum mode after carbon coating for 5 seconds (JEOL JEC-530 Carbon Coater; Akishima, Tokyo, Japan).
Results
Physicochemical properties of fluorescently labeled SiO 2 NPs
In this study, 3D liver microtissues were exposed to highly monodisperse SiO 2 NPs. In order to investigate their localization within these spheroids by microscopy, the NPs were fluorescently labeled with ATTO 647N. The physicochemical properties of the SiO 2 NPs are summarized in Figure 1 . The mean particle diameter determined from TEM micrographs was 99.2±2.5 nm. The hydrodynamic diameter of particles dispersed in water was 106±22 nm. These values indicate that SiO 2 NPs are well dispersed.
To study the agglomeration of particles under relevant biological conditions, the hydrodynamic diameter of SiO 2 NPs was measured in culture medium. First, particles were dispersed in culture medium (RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% [v/v] FBS) and later sedimented by centrifugation. After removal of the supernatant, the particles were suspended in water in order to remove free proteins, which would interfere with DLS and zeta potential measurements. It was observed that SiO 2 NPs exhibited a slightly higher hydrodynamic diameter with 138±39 nm. The size increase can be assigned to the adsorption of serum proteins, for example, albumin, at the NP surface. [52] [53] [54] The so-called protein corona suppresses agglomeration and stabilizes the NP dispersions. 55 Their dynamic composition potentially influences the cell-NP interaction affecting NP uptake and transport in cells. 52 Zeta potential measurements in water indicated that the NPs had a negative zeta potential of −18±1 mV. In the presence of culture medium, a lower absolute zeta potential value of −36±1 mV was determined. This value is indicative for an electrostatic stabilizing effect of medium containing serum proteins.
As the 3D liver microtissues were exposed to the fluorescently labeled SiO 2 NPs for up to 7 days, the particle stability in water and culture medium was analyzed over the same period. The analysis comprised particle size measurements and dye leaching measurements. DLS measurements 
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Fleddermann et al indicated that the particle dispersions were stable over 7 days, without exhibiting significant agglomeration. Leaching experiments in water confirmed tight binding of the dye with only 1.6% of the total dye released at the start of the experiment (0 days). Within 7 days this amount increased to 12% at 7 days. After 7 days in cell culture medium, a leaching of 1% was detected.
Formation and characterization of 3D liver microtissues
Preformed three-dimensional liver microtissues can be used as an in vitro model to study NP toxicity and their tissue penetration. In order to gain insight into NP distribution during the process of tissue formation occurring in vivo during liver regeneration, the NP distribution was analyzed during the formation of microtissues. Therefore, HepG2 cells were exposed to NPs 1) at the beginning of spheroid formation simultaneously to cell seeding (day 0); 2) during spheroid formation on the second day after cell seeding (day 2); or 3) after the formation of spheroids (day 7). As a control, the formation of 3D liver microtissues in absence of NPs was studied.
For the formation of 3D liver microtissues, HepG2 cells (1,000 cells per well) were cultivated using the hanging drop method. The spheroid formation was analyzed at different times (day 1, 2, 4, and 7) after cell seeding (Figure 2 ). Already at day 1 HepG2 spheroids with irregular shape were observed. At later times (day 4 and 7), the cell spheroids exhibited a round and more regular form. At day 4 the spheroid sizes were about 350 µm. The final spheroid size after 7 days of cultivation increased to about 390 µm. The cell number per spheroid, determined after cell separation by collagenase at day 3 and 7, indicated that cell proliferation continued until day 7 (Table S1 ). For further analysis the density of nuclei and packing density of the cells were studied using cross sections of HepG2 spheroids prepared at day 3 and 7. At day 3 spheroids exhibited a large number of holes with a size of 10-50 µm and lower density of nuclei compared to that at day 7, indicating spheroids at this early stage of spheroid formation are porous cell aggregates ( Figure S1 ). At day 7, the morphology of HepG2 spheroids was analyzed in more detail (Figure 3) . In order to test the formation of liver-specific bile canaliculi, tubular structures responsible for collecting bile from hepatocytes, HepG2 spheroids, were stained using CLF. This fluorescent bile acid derivative resembles naturally occurring cholylglycine and is mainly secreted into bile canaliculi by MRP2 expressed in the hepatic canalicular membrane. 49, 50 CLF staining was analyzed by lightsheet microscopy, revealing fluorescent patches over the entire HepG2 spheroid ( Figure 3A) . For further CLS 
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Fleddermann et al microscopy analysis, slices of spheroids were prepared in order to perform efficient immunostaining of the whole cross section. Beside the nucleus and actin cytoskeleton, MRP2 was stained ( Figure 3B ). Transporter MRP2 was observed to co-localize with the actin cytoskeleton. It is known that actin filaments are associated with bile canaliculi membrane. 56 Furthermore, the spheroid possessed a dense structure with tightly packed cells indicated by a high density of nuclei ( Figure S1 ). Cell viability analysis showed viable cells over the whole spheroid, while dead cells were not detected ( Figure 4A ). In summary, 3D HepG2 spheroids formed by the hanging drop method are tightly packed cell aggregates 
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cytotoxicity of siO 2 NPs in 3D liver microtissues after their formation
Prior to the analysis of NP localization in 3D liver microtissues by microscopy, cytotoxicity studies served to exclude that the latter promoted or even enabled particle penetration. Therefore, cell viability and the formation of oxidative stress were analyzed using HepG2 spheroids exposed to SiO 2 NPs after their formation. Viability was tested by LIVE/DEAD staining using fluorescein diacetate as a viability probe as well as propidium iodide as a probe for dead cells. In untreated spheroids dead cells were not observed ( Figure 4A ), indicating that cell viability is not influenced during that period of spheroid formation. Viability seemed to be not affected after exposure of spheroids to 100 µg mL −1 SiO 2 NP for 24 hours ( Figures 4B and S2 ). Viable cells stained by fluorescein were observed over the whole spheroid, while dead cells were not detected. To verify successful LIVE/DEAD staining, untreated spheroids were used as the negative control (LIVE) and triton X-100-exposed spheroids as the positive control (DEAD) (Figure 4A and C) .
The oxidative stress level of HepG2 spheroids was measured using a luminescence-based ROS assay. Therefore, menadione was used as a positive control for ROS induction in cell experiments. Menadione is metabolized by cellular enzymes. 51 The resulting unstable product undergoes redoxcycling, which leads to ROS generation. 51, 57 The cellular oxidative stress was studied in the presence of varying SiO 2 NP concentrations ( Figure 5 
Distribution of siO 2 NPs in 3D liver microtissues
In order to model penetration and distribution of SiO 2 NPs in the already formed tissue, the localization of NPs was initially studied after formation of the spheroids. In this scenario, after seeding, HepG2 cells were cultivated using the hanging drop method for 7 days. Subsequently, the spheroids were exposed to 100 µg mL −1 SiO 2 NPs for 24 hours. The samples were then prepared for microscopy. Preliminary experiments had shown that an efficient staining of the whole spheroid was only possible using low molecular probes. In contrast, staining of the whole spheroid, including the inner part, could not be achieved using fluorescently labeled antibodies. The antibodies only stained the outer few cell layers of the spheroids, even after permeabilization by triton X-100 ( Figure S3 ). In order to overcome this limitation, 10-µm-thick cryoslices of fixed spheroids were prepared and immunostained.
In order to determine the penetration of NPs, samples were stained using Hoechst 33342 (cell nuclei) and actincytoskeleton (phalloidin) and then analyzed by CLS microscopy ( Figure 6A ). SiO 2 NPs were observed in the outer area, but not in the center of the spheroids. SiO 2 NP agglomerates were detected up to a distance of 20 µm from the spheroid surfaces. In addition, at the surface of the cell spheroids, large In order to analyze the cellular localization of SiO 2 NPs in the spheroids, the cell membranes were stained by wheat germ agglutinin. CLS imaging revealed that SiO 2 NPs were present inside cells as well as membrane-associated ( Figure S4A ). As a control experiment, spheroids were exposed to the ATTO 647N-APTES dye conjugate after spheroid formation and localization and penetration depth was assessed ( Figure S5A ). The fluorescence of the dye conjugate was detected over the entire spheroid, indicating deep penetration of the dye conjugate. In contrast to the particles only weak and more widespread fluorescence was detected.
Through this analysis, it was found that due to the restricted resolution of conventional CLS microscopy, isolated NPs could not be differentiated from small NP agglomerates. For this reason, the NP distribution was further analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. This technique was also used to investigate whether the fluorescence signal could be attributed to labeled NPs instead of resulting from an artifact, for example, the presence of fluorophores released from the NPs. By scanning electron microscopy using cryoslices as samples, SiO 2 NPs could be detected in HepG2 spheroids ( Figure 6B ). SiO 2 NPs were observed in the outer region of the spheroids, but not in the center, corroborating the CLS microscopy results. Besides agglomerates, isolated SiO 2 NPs were also detected at the spheroid border. The presence of SiO 2 NPs in the spheroid could affect its composition and size, but the final spheroid size did not significantly change during exposure with SiO 2 NPs ( Figure S6 ).
Distribution of siO 2 NPs applied during the formation of 3D liver microtissues
In order to analyze NP distribution during the formation of liver tissue as a model for liver regeneration, SiO 2 NPs were applied at the beginning and during in vitro formation of 3D liver microtissues. In the first approach, HepG2 cells were seeded in the presence of 100 µg mL −1 SiO 2 NPs (day 0). In the second scenario, HepG2 cells were first seeded and later 100 µg mL −1 SiO 2 NPs were applied (day 2). In both the cases, the microscopy analysis was performed at day 7 after seeding. Accordingly, the cells were exposed to the NPs for 7 (day 0) or 5 (day 2) days, respectively. After fixation of the treated spheroids, cryoslices were prepared and stained 
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After the application of SiO 2 NPs during cell seeding (day 0), at the beginning of microtissue formation, NPs were found to be distributed across the whole spheroid as revealed by CLS microscopy ( Figure 7A ). This finding was confirmed by SEM analysis, revealing separated NPs as well as micron-sized (up to 2-4 µm in size) SiO 2 NP agglomerates in the spheroid center as well as attached to the outer rim of the spheroid (Figure 7B and C) .
After the application of SiO 2 NPs during more advanced spheroid formation at day 2 after cell seeding, NPs were not found in the center of HepG2 spheroids ( Figure 8A ). Under these conditions, SiO 2 NPs were located in the outer rim of the spheroids. SiO 2 NP agglomerates were located at a distance of up to 20 µm from the spheroid surfaces, corresponding to about three cell layers. Especially at the surface of the spheroids, SiO 2 NP agglomerates of up to 2 µm were detected. Again, these results were confirmed by SEM, revealing the presence of 1-2 µm SiO 2 NP agglomerates as well as separated SiO 2 NPs in the outer rim of the spheroids but not in their center ( Figure 8B) . Analysis of the cellular localization of SiO 2 NPs revealed that SiO 2 NPs either resided inside of single cells or were membrane-associated ( Figure S4B and C). Especially, the presence of SiO 2 NPs during spheroid formation could alter the spheroid assembly. Here, the SiO 2 
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Fleddermann et al NP administration did not affect the final spheroid size ( Figure S6 ). As control experiment spheroids were exposed to the ATTO 647N-APTES dye conjugate during spheroid formation at day 0 ( Figure S5B ). The dye penetration depth was investigated showing dye penetration into the spheroid center. Here, only weak and more widespread fluorescence was detected.
Discussion
Development and characterization of 3D liver microtissues
For studying the NP penetration during and after tissue formation, 3D cultures of hepatocarcinoma cells (HepG2) were chosen as a model for 3D liver microtissues. HepG2 spheroids were produced using the hanging drop method. This scaffold-free 3D cell culture method enables the formation of homogenous reproducible spheroids 32, 35 for use as in vitro model for hepatotoxicity screening. Furthermore the scaffold-free hanging drop technique is particularly suitable for studying direct NP-cell interactions in contrast to 3D cell culture methods by means of scaffolds or hydrogels where cells are embedded in a matrix.
The formation of HepG2 spheroids was studied for 7 days after cell seeding (Figure 2 ). After initial formation of a loose cell aggregate a more tightly packed, round, and regular spheroid was formed. This conforms to other studies. For example, Kelm et al reported cell accumulation of HepG2 cells at the bottom of the drop after the first day, which ends up in a tightly packed spheroid by day 4. 58 Spheroid size increases from 400 µm (day 4) to 500 µm (day 7). Kelm et al also observed that the volume increase during spheroid formation reached a plateau with little or no growth after 10 days of cultivation. 58 Here, spheroid diameter increased only 40 µm from day 3 to day 7, resulting in a four times higher cell number of the spheroid (Table S1 ). The staining of cell nuclei in the HepG2 spheroid indicated its tight packing by high density of nuclei at day 7 ( Figure S1 ). At day 3 several micron-sized holes existed throughout the spheroid, indicating that the cell density with simultaneously low size increase during spheroid formation could be explained by the filling of the initial holes in the spheroids.
Due to their dense structure and micron scale size, spheroids exhibit an inherent gradient of nutrients, oxygen, and metabolites. 59 While nutrient levels (oxygen, ATP) 
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Fleddermann et al decrease from the spheroid surface to its interior, the amount of catabolites (lactase, CO 2 ) increases. 60 This influences cell physiology and cell proliferation activity differentially along the cross section of single spheroids. Accordingly, spheroids can be divided into regions of low and high proliferation activity. Spheroids consist of quiescent viable cells in the center and proliferating cells in the outer layers. 59 Däster et al even reported necrotic areas in large HT29 spheroids with diameters of ~500 µm. 61 Here, a necrotic core was not observed (Figure 4A ), probably due to the smaller size of the spheroids and different cell type compared to the study of Däster et al. 61 It has also been described that cell seeding at high densities of up to 5-10,000 cells lowers cell proliferation, promoting loss of cell viability and formation of necrotic areas in HepG2 spheroids cultivated in the hanging drop system. 62 Here, lower cell numbers of HepG2 cells (1,000) were seeded, resulting in less diminution of the nutrient supply in the inner region of the spheroid.
For liver-specific characterization of liver microtissues, liver-like functions such as albumin secretion and CYP P450 activity or liver-specific structures are usually analyzed. Here, the final HepG2 spheroids were characterized morphologically, focusing on the liver-specific bile canaliculi. Hepatocytes secrete bile in these tubular structures located at their apical domain. 63 Transporter proteins such as MRP2 are located in the hepatic canalicular membrane. 49, 50 MRP2 mediates the secretion of dianionic conjugated bile salts into bile canaliculi. 64, 65 Here, bile canaliculi and the expression of the apical transporter MRP2 were detected ( Figure 3A and B), indicating the formation of functional liver microtissues owing to liver-specific structures. These results are in accordance with the literature. Bile canalicular structures were also detected in HepG2 spheroids. 33, 58, 66 In contrast, formation of bile canaliculi and expression of the transporter MRP2 were not observed in 2D cultivated HepG2 cells, 33 revealing that 3D HepG2 cell cultures better serve as an in vitro liver model than their 2D cell culture.
cytotoxicity of siO 2 NPs in 3D liver microtissues
SiO 2 NPs can potentially be used for biosensing, drug delivery, and imaging. [45] [46] [47] Besides their intended delivery into the human body, their potential adverse effects, fate, and distribution have to be considered. Therefore, this study analyzed the penetration of SiO 2 NPs in HepG2 spheroids serving as an in vitro liver model. To exclude the potential toxicity of the particles to affect particle penetration, cell viability and formation of oxidative stress were studied.
Although many in vitro studies focusing on NP-induced toxicity used 2D cultivated cells, recently 3D microtissues have been used in this context. 37, 39, 67 Nanosilica have been described to induce cellular oxidative stress and to cause inflammation and DNA damage leading to cell death in various 2D cell types. 68, 69 Landgraf et al reported only weak biological effects of SiO 2 NPs on HepG2 cells. 70 In contrast, Schübbe et al and Peuschel et al described that SiO 2 NPs, which were prepared by the same synthesis, cause neither damage of membrane integrity, reduction of metabolic activity nor DNA damage in A549 and Caco-2 cells. 71, 72 The contradictory results are due to differences in particle properties, cell type, and experimental conditions. SiO 2 NPs that have been prepared by different synthesis methods vary in their shape, size, and porosity which might cause different biological effects. 73 Furthermore, the protein corona, consisting of proteins adsorbed at the NP surface, influences NP internalization and cytotoxicity. 71 The SiO 2 NPs used in this study did not affect the viability of HepG2 spheroids ( Figure  4 ). Also Dubiak-Szepietowska et al reported no cytotoxicity of SiO 2 NPs in HepG2 spheroids after 24 hours exposure. 34 Therefore, it can be concluded that in this study, cytotoxicity of SiO 2 NPs did not affect particle penetration.
In a further cell experiment, the cellular oxidative stress was studied in the presence of varying SiO 2 NP concentrations and ROS-induced menadione. At low SiO 2 NP doses (1 and 10 µg mL ), a slight increase was observed ( Figure 5 ), which might indicate induction of oxidative stress. Since higher SiO 2 NP doses showed no effect, it can be reasoned that the applied SiO 2 NPs for 24 hours do not cause cellular oxidative stress in HepG2 spheroids. While there is a lack of appropriate investigations in 3D culture systems, the cellular oxidative stress level of HepG2 cells grown in 2D monolayer after exposure of SiO 2 NPs was studied. Lu et al reported a concentration-dependent increase of the ROS level and decrease of the glutathione level after incubation with amorphous SiO 2 NPs with sizes of 7 and 20 nm for 24 hours. 74 Further investigations in 3D cell culture are necessary in order to prove the SiO 2 NP potential for the induction of oxidative stress.
Penetration of siO 2 NPs in 3D liver microtissues
In order to investigate the NP distribution during and after the process of tissue formation, SiO 2 NPs were exposed either after spheroid formation (day 7) or during spheroid formation (day 0, day 2). The NP localization was studied by confocal fluorescence microscopy and scanning electron 
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When HepG2 spheroids were exposed to NPs after their formation, SiO 2 NPs were found up to 20 µm from the border inside the spheroid occurring as single particles and particle agglomerates ( Figure 6A ). SiO 2 NPs appeared internalized as well as membrane-associated ( Figure S4A ), indicating cellular uptake of SiO 2 NPs. Until now, studies focused on the distribution of NPs in 3D cell spheroids, lacking investigation of their cellular localization. For the first time, the present study analyzed the penetration of SiO 2 NPs in HepG2 spheroids. Other studies differ in applied particles, cell types, and applied detection techniques. Miyamoto et al reported the localization of positively charged magnetic iron oxide NPs in deeper layers inside HepG2 spheroids using TEM analysis. 38 In comparison with the present study, the spheroid size was considerably smaller with a diameter of about 50-100 µm. Internalized NPs were mainly localized in the lysosomes. Also Ulusoy et al studied NP interaction with spheroids after their formation. 75 Thereby, 3D cultivated human adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells forming spheroids of 400-500 µm sizes were exposed to CdTe/CdS/ZnS quantum dots (Qdot) for 4 hours followed by the analysis of the NP adverse effects and localization. Fluorescence imaging showed that highest Qdot labeling occurred at peripheral regions. 75 Jarockyte et al observed that accumulation of Qdots does not depend on the size of NIH373 spheroids. 76 Qdots, applied for 24 hours after spheroid formation for 72 hours, only penetrated 3-4 cell layers into the spheroids with sizes of about 800 and 150 µm. This confirms our findings, localizing NPs only in the outer region of the spheroids.
For modeling of NP exposure during new tissue formation, SiO 2 NPs were applied during HepG2 spheroid formation. In the case of SiO 2 NPs applied at the initial cell seeding (day 0) for spheroid formation, NPs could be observed across the whole cross-section of spheroids ( Figure 7 ). Imaging by electron microscopy confirmed the NP distribution at the cell border as well as in the center of the HepG2 spheroids. In contrast, NPs applied at the beginning of spheroid formation (day 2) were localized only up to 20 µm from the border but not in the center of the HepG2 spheroids ( Figure 8 ). The differential distribution of SiO 2 NPs in dependence of exposure time indicates that the presence of an extracellular matrix (ECM) affects NP localization in the spheroid. In contrast, spheroid formation and size are not significantly influenced in the presence of SiO 2 NPs ( Figure S6 ). This could also result from the lacking cytotoxicity of SiO 2 NPs (Figures 4 and 5) . Other particle types were described to affect spheroid formation in dependence of their biological activity. Ulusoy et al studied the effect of Qdots after introduction at the beginning or after stem cell spheroid formation. 75 Morphological changes of spheroids were observed at Qdot doses .300 µg mL −1 when administered at the beginning of spheroid formation, but not after spheroid formation. Ulusoy et al suggested that NPs applied at the beginning of spheroid formation were not protected by ECM at toxic doses. 75 Impaired cell-cell/cell-ECM interactions and decreased cell viability caused loss of ability to form cell aggregates. 75 The distribution of NPs in the spheroid was not studied. Also Sambale et al investigated the morphology of spheroids during their formation in the presence of NPs. 77 In that study, the administration of increasing noncytotoxic concentrations of TiO 2 NPs caused the formation of larger numbers of spheroids per well besides formation of smaller spheroids. 77 In contrast, after application of cytotoxic doses of ZnO NPs, the diameter of the spheroid was observed to increase due to lowered cell-cell interactions. 77 The present study is the first describing the distribution of NPs in liverlike spheroids after spheroid formation and at two different time points during spheroid formation. In both the exposure scenarios during spheroid formation, single NPs as well as µm-sized NP agglomerates were detected by CLS and electron microscopy. SiO 2 NPs applied after spheroid formation were mainly detected as NP agglomerates near the spheroid border, and SiO 2 NPs applied at cell seeding were observed as agglomerates even in the central region of the spheroid. NP agglomerates in the spheroid interior could result from embedding of NPs in the ECM during spheroid formation. Agglomeration of SiO 2 NPs dispersed in the surrounding cell culture medium can be neglected because the zeta potential of SiO 2 NPs in culture medium indicated very high particle stability and DLS measurements did not reveal a huge hydrodynamic particle size (Figure 1 ). However, NP agglomeration due to adsorption on the cell surface or in the ECM could be possible. Furthermore, the penetration of NP agglomerates into the interior of the spheroids is unlikely due to their micron size. Agarwal et al reported that 500 nm polystyrene beads were less taken up by HEK spheroids compared to 100 and 200 nm polystyrene beads. 40 This size-dependent effect might indicate that penetration of micron-sized particle agglomerates into spheroids is excluded, because larger NPs and NP agglomerates encounter diffusion limitation in the ECM.
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The limited NP penetration in preformed spheroids is the result of various barriers within the microtissues. The cell density and presence of tight junctions inside the spheroid can affect NP penetration into the cell spheroid. Higher cell density can limit NP distribution into central regions of the spheroids due to a smaller intercellular region. Besides that a high density of ECM can affect NP diffusion. It has been described that NP penetration in multicellular spheroids can be increased by collagenase treatment. 78 Fibrous collagen is a component of ECM. Goodman et al reported the transport of fluorescently labeled polystyrene beads into spheroids with human cervical carcinoma cells. In untreated spheroids the NPs remain in the outer layer, while collagenase treatment increased delivery efficiency of NPs. 78 Furthermore, the NP size affected their distribution in collagenase-treated spheroids, the transport in the inner spheroid core was low for 100 and 200 nm NPs compared to that for 20-and 40-nm-sized polystyrene beads. 78 This size-dependent NP penetration might be the reason for the restricted penetration of the SiO 2 NPs with a primary particle size of about 100 nm in our study (Figure 1 ). Another factor for limited penetration of NPs into the spheroid interior might be the varying cell proliferation activity across the spheroid structure. Due to an inherent gradient of nutrient, spheroids consist of quiescent viable cells in the center and proliferating cells in the outer layers of the spheroid. 59 Therefore, spheroid growth is mainly carried out by an increase in the cell number of proliferative cells in the outer rim of spheroids. Agarwal et al investigated whether NP distribution is caused by cell formation around the existing particles and are therefore included into the spheroids. 40 Uptake of polystyrene beads was studied in HEK 293 (human embryonic kidney) spheroids by treatment with mitomycin C which causes cell cycle arrest in the S phase. 79 The results indicated that NP penetration is not due to spheroid growth around particles. 40 Here, due to ongoing cell proliferation in HepG2 spheroids, the spheroid growth around particles could be possible. However, our study first observed an internalization of SiO 2 NPs into HepG2 cells of spheroids ( Figure S4A ). Uptake of SiO 2 NPs in 2D cultivated HepG2 cells is known. 70 Therefore, as a mechanism of NP penetration, uptake and transport between proliferation-active cells might be possible, which is diminished in the spheroid center where quiescent cells are present.
The knowledge about NP penetration and presence in tissues is important for understanding the adverse effects and mode of action of NPs. In biomedical applications, the distribution of drug-loaded NPs into target tissue is a relevant issue for their specific release and therapeutic efficiency.
Especially for nanomedicines, biological barriers hinder effective penetration of NPs into the tumor tissue. 80 Therefore, several approaches have been developed to modulate the tumor microenvironment or alter the physicochemical properties of nanomedicines for enhancing their tumor penetration. 80, 81 For nanotoxicity assessment the 3D spheroids offer a promising tool since it mimics the in vivo tissue environment. Besides a study of the adverse effects of NPs, it enables the analysis of tissue penetration of NPs. Due to the limited NP penetration, the cellular impact of NPs is solely for small cell fraction at the outer rim of the cell spheroid. However, 3D spheroids provide a good in vitro cell model since limited penetration was also described in tumor tissue.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we demonstrate a comprehensive microscopic analysis of SiO 2 NP penetration and cellular localization in HepG2 spheroids. We show that the time point of SiO 2 NP exposure affects their penetration in HepG2 spheroids. SiO 2 NPs applied after spheroid formation were distributed in the outer rim of the spheroid occurring as single NPs and particle agglomerates. The same penetration was observed for SiO 2 NPs applied on day 2 at the beginning of spheroid formation. In contrast, application of NPs simultaneously with cell seeding led to the distribution of micron-sized particle agglomerates both in the center and the periphery of HepG2 spheroids.
This study provides new information on the effect and penetration of SiO 2 NPs in HepG2 spheroids, the role of NP exposure in different phases of spheroid formation, and limitations of NP penetration in cellular spheroids.
Data sharing statement
The data sets supporting the conclusion of this article are included within the article and its additional files. Data will not be shared through a general repository due to the very large size of the microscopy data. Notes: after seeding of 1,000 hepg2 cells per well spheroids are formed. at day 3 and day 7 the cell number and size of hepg2 spheroids were measured.
Figure S1
Packing density of hepg2 spheroids at day 3 and 7. Notes: Several HepG2 spheroids were analyzed at day 3 (left) or day 7 (right) after seeding of 1,000 cells per well. In representative confocal fluorescence micrographs the cell membrane (green) and cell nucleus (cyan) are presented. exemplarily overview images of the whole spheroids are shown. 
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Fleddermann et al Figure S5 localization of aTTO 647N-aPTes dye conjugate in spheroids. Notes: hepg2 spheroids were exposed to 0.83 µM aTTO 647N-aPTes dye conjugate after spheroid formation (A) or during spheroid formation at day 0 (B). In representative confocal fluorescence micrographs, the actin cytoskeleton (green, left) or ATTO 647N-APTES dye conjugate (magenta, right) are presented.
Figure S4
Nanoparticle localization in spheroids. Notes: hepg2 spheroids were exposed to 100 µg ml −1 siO 2 NPs either after spheroid formation (A) or during spheroid formation at day 0 (B) or day 2 (C). In representative confocal fluorescence micrographs, the cell membrane (green) and SiO 2 NPs (magenta) are presented. Overview images of the whole spheroid (left) are shown. White frame indicates the position of the detailed z-stacks. exemplary, orthogonal views (xy, xz, yz) were derived from z-stacks at a selected layer. arrows highlight the localization of siO 2 NPs in the spheroid. Abbreviation: NPs, nanoparticles. The International Journal of Nanomedicine is an international, peerreviewed journal focusing on the application of nanotechnology in diagnostics, therapeutics, and drug delivery systems throughout the biomedical field. This journal is indexed on PubMed Central, MedLine, CAS, SciSearch®, Current Contents®/Clinical Medicine, Journal Citation Reports/Science Edition, EMBase, Scopus and the Elsevier Bibliographic databases. The manuscript management system is completely online and includes a very quick and fair peer-review system, which is all easy to use. Visit http://www.dovepress.com/ testimonials.php to read real quotes from published authors.
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Fleddermann et al Figure S6 spheroid diameter in dependence of the silica nanoparticle exposure scenario. Notes: hepg2 spheroids were either untreated or exposed to 100 µg ml −1 siO 2 NPs either after spheroid formation or during spheroid formation (day 0, day 2). spheroid diameter was determined for five spheroids (n=5). results are presented as mean + sD. Abbreviation: NPs, nanoparticles.
